
 

 

How has Indian Economy affect/ will affect Nepalese Economy 

 

Nepalese Economic Indicators 

Nepal is a landlocked country with China in the north and India in the south, east and west. Nepal being 
the 48th most populous country and 93rd largest country by area has an estimated nominal gross domestic 
product (GDP) at over $34.64 billion for 2018/19. 

Agriculture sector which is the principal economic activity of the country employs 65% of the population 
and contributes in 31.7% of GDP. GDP of Nepal is heavily dependent on remittances with 9.1%.  The 
inflation rate in Nepal was recorded at 6 % in July of 2019. Nepal is in 149th rank with the Human 
Development Index of 0.574. Nepal’s unemployment rate has been estimated at 11.4 percent, according to 
Nepal Labour Force Survey 2018-19 unveiled by the Central Bureau of Statistics 

Nepal’s main trading partners are India, China, Bangladesh, United States, etc. The country mainly 
exports clothing, carpets, handicrafts, leather and jute products, vegetables and cereals. Nepal imports 
petroleum products, machinery & equipment and electronics. Imports in Nepal decreased to 112526.80 
Million NPR in March from 115838.30 Million NPR in February of 2019 whereas, exports in Nepal 
increased to 8598.10 Million NPR in March from 8145.60 Million NPR in February of 2019.  

Indian Economic Indicators 

The economy of India is characterized as a developing market economy. The Indian Economy is the fifth-
largest economy by nominal GDP and the third-largest by purchasing power parity (PPP). On a per capita 
income basis, India ranks 142nd by GDP (nominal) and 119th by GDP (PPP) per capita in 2018. India 
contributes 3.36% of total world's GDP in exchange rate basis. India shares 17.5 percent of the total world 
population and 2.4 percent of the world surface area. 

According to IMF World Economic Outlook (April-2019), GDP (nominal) of India in 2019 at current 
prices is projected at $2,972 trillion. India's retail inflation rate in July grew 3.15 percent, which is within 
the RBI target level of 4 percent. The unemployment rate has gone up from four per cent to 7.6 in the last 
two years (May 2017-April 2019). The World Bank recently estimated that India needs to create 8.1 
million jobs a year to maintain its employment rate, which has been declining. India is in 130th rank in 
terms of Human Development Index with HDI of 0.640. 

India exports petroleum products, precious stones, engineering goods, chemicals, pharmaceutical 
products, textiles, agricultural products  to export partners – Arab League, European Union, United 
States, ASEAN, China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea and many other countries. The exports in India 
reached an all time high of USD 32550 million in March of 2019. While the country imports petroleum 
products, precious stones particularly gold, engineering products, iron and steels, agricultural products etc 
from China, United States, Arab League, European League and other countries.  

Current Scenario of Indian Economy 

The government of India has stated target of touching $5 trillion as an economy in the coming years. 
Although the long term growth perspective of the Indian economy remains positive due to its young 
population and corresponding low dependency ratio, healthy savings and investment rates, and is 
increasing integration into the global economy, but its economic growth has significantly slowed down 
largely by demonetization, GST, slower private consumption, near stagnation in manufacturing, poor 
infrastructure and policy uncertainty. 



 

 

In the Q1 of FY 2019-2020, the GDP grew by just 5%, which is at a six year low, compared to the growth 
of 8% in the same period last year. Several sectors of the economy have been struggling in recent months 
— the country's automotive industry has already shed hundreds of thousands of jobs, and consumer goods 
companies like Unilever (UL) are reportedly slashing prices because of slowing demand. To overcome 
such downfall and boost the economy, the Indian government has recently announced tax breaks for 
startups, cheaper home and car loans, and an injection of 700 billion rupees ($9.8 billion) into state-run 
banks that will be cut down to 12 which was 27 in the year 2017. Further the government announced that 
rules on foreign investment would be eased, opening up India's huge coal industry. 

Impact on Nepalese Economy by Indian Economy 

The relationship of Nepal and India dates back to thousands of years. Both the countries have a long 
socio-cultural history. Not only there are similarities in terms of culture, religion practices and tradition, 
but the countries are very much tied up economically as well. The open border system of Nepal and India 
has elevated the trade between the countries. India being the closest neighbor is also the major trading 
partner for Nepal. Nepal imports 65% of the total import from India. As Nepal, being a land-locked 
developing country, is solely dependent on India even for basic necessities, there is direct link of Indian 
economy in the Nepalese economy. 

Since, Nepalese currency is pegged with the Indian currency; the devaluation of Indian currency against 
the convertible foreign currency will lead to devaluation of Nepalese currency in the world market. But if 
Nepal can work to increase export, the devalued currency may prove to be a boon for the country atleast 
in the short run. 

Further, there are many Nepalese who are working in India and are contributing in the Nepalese economy 
through remittance. If there is turmoil in the Indian economy, then this may hit the labor market and result 
in job loss leading to decline in remittance and increase in unemployment. Hence, in such a case we can 
figure out how the Indian Economy will directly hamper Nepalese economy. 

The major portion of tourist visiting Nepal is Indian. India has top this list with a total of 103,461 tourists 
visiting in Nepal from January- July 2019.As, Nepal is looking forward for Visit Nepal 2020 with the 
objective of 2 million tourists, the slowdown in the Indian economy might hinder its goal with very few 
Indian tourists coming to Nepal. 
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